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The following plant photographs and descriptions are an introduction to higher aquatic plant
(macrophyte) identification in Chautauqua Lake and surrounding areas. The purpose of this plant summary
is to inform property owners, anglers and other recreational users about the distinct types of aquatic plants,
other than algae, that they may encounter in Chautauqua Lake and other freshwater ecosystems. This
booklet is not a taxonomic key for identification of specific plant species. You can use several excellent
books listed in the references for a more in-depth study of aquatic plants found in the lake. We encourage
stakeholders to associate names with the plants they encounter while on the lake. Our goal is to promote the
public understanding that aquatic macrophytes are essential to healthy shallow freshwater ecosystems and
generally not the perceived nuisance “weeds” often described by stakeholders.
We include native species that are indigenous to Chautauqua Lake along with surrounding lakes,
ponds and streams in New York State. Native species are essential to the health of these shallow water
ecosystems. While at times these species may become overabundant and distract from the utility of the
waterbody, we usually find them at low densities and not an impediment to recreation. A high diversity and
moderate density of native species is the most favorable plant mix for lake and pond ecosystems.
We also include non-native species that are not native to Chautauqua Lake along with most other
lakes, ponds and streams in New York State. Some non-native species are already in our lakes, while others
could invade in the future. These species deserve special attention because many can become over abundant
and push out desirable native species. All of these plants can provide important habitat for large populations
of invertebrates and small fish. However, we do not list the value of most non-native species because of the
potential for a negative impact on the ecosystem from these plant species. We do mention values of the nonnative historical invaders Myriophyllum spicatum (Eurasian watermilfoil) and Potamogeton crispus (curlyleaf pondweed) due to their long-term residence in Chautauqua Lake and the important allelopathic
properties that allow them to aid in decreasing harmful algal blooms (HABs) in their environment.
We include some non-native species not yet in Chautauqua Lake, but are species that stakeholders
need to be on the lookout for. These plants have the potential to adapt to aquatic ecosystems and will likely
enter many freshwater areas sometime in the future. The introduction of these plants will need
documentation and possibly action.
While this plant grouping is in no way an encyclopedia of aquatic plants and does not include all the
species found in New York State, it can be a useful tool for the public to identify and appreciate major higher
aquatic plants (macrophytes).
The following plant pictorial summary depicts natives with a black label and non-natives with a red
label.
Photos, text and collected plants are by Robert L. Johnson and biologists of Racine-Johnson Aquatic
Ecologists.
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Alisma gramineum – Water plantain

Description: Water plantain has narrower leaves compared to other closely related family members. The
stalk of this plant arises from the ground and are rarely found to be longer than the leaves. The stems have
three ridges making a triangular shape. Emerging from the ground, the stems attach to either rootstocks,
rhizomes or in some cases tubers. The flower of this plant has very distinct parts including three sepals, six
or more stamen, and three, white to rose-colored, petals.
Habitat: This plant can be found in shallow, mineral rich waters as a submergent plant, but can also be
found on the shores of muddy banks and in marshes as an emergent plant. Located mostly in the northern
hemisphere.
Value: Water plantain is a good supplier of food and shelter for fish, waterfowl and other aquatic
organisms.
This Chautauqua Lake minor plant species is found at low abundances and occurrences.
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Ceratophyllum demersum – Coontail

Description: Coontail is a submersed aquatic plant that lacks true roots, often using holdfasts (root-like
structures) to attach to the sediment and is sometimes free floating. Coontail pulls nutrients directly from the
water column due to a lack of roots. Leaves are ridged, bristle-like and forked arranged in whorls around the
stem with the leaf margins having fine teeth. Tightly packed whorls of leaves at the growing end of the
branches give the tip of the plant a raccoon tail appearance. This plant also keeps its shape out of water due
to its rigidity.
Habitat: Coontail can drift between various depth zones due to the lack of roots and has high tolerance for
poor light conditions, which allows it to grow in waters several meters deep. Moreover, it gathers its
nutrients from the surrounding water rather than from the sediment.
Value: The rigid whorls of the leaves provide shelter for many organisms, such as scuds and midges,
especially in the winter where many other plants are only roots or rhizomes. Waterfowl, such as black duck,
bufflehead, gadwall and mallard, eat the foliage and fruit of this plant. The stems of coontail harbor a
myriad of invertebrates along with providing shelter and foraging possibilities for fish. This species is well
known for releasing allelopathic chemicals as well as gathering nutrients from the surrounding water column
rather than the sediment, which helps to reduce toxic cyanobacteria and harmful algal blooms (HABs).
This Chautauqua Lake dominant plant species is found evenly distributed with higher abundances in the
north basin and lower abundances in the south basin.
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Chara vulgaris – Chara, muskgrass

Description: Chara is classified as a macroalgae due to a lack of roots or true leaves. Its main branches
grow out of the sediment producing side branches in whorls similar to bike spokes. Calcium carbonate
covers these branches giving the plant a crusty feel. However, the most obvious identifying trait is the strong
musk, skunk or garlic-like odor produced when removed from the water suggesting one of the common
names, muskgrass. Chara often displays very conspicuous orange fruiting bodies that produce spores.
Habitat: Found in up to ten m of water and tolerates muddy to sandy substrate.
Value: Chara is the favorite food source for waterfowl given the algae and small invertebrates that collect
on the stems. It also acts as a valuable fish habitat and food source, especially for young trout, largemouth
and smallmouth bass. This species is well known for releasing allelopathic chemicals, which help reduce
toxic cyanobacteria and harmful algal blooms (HABs) as well as limiting growth of many macrophytes.
This Chautauqua Lake minor macroalgae is found at low abundances and occurrences.
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Elodea sp. (E. canadensis, E. nuttallii) – Elodea, waterweed

Description: Elodea is a submersed aquatic plant that has smooth, slender leaves normally arranged in
whorls of three, sometimes 4, that get more crowded near the growing tip. Stems are usually rigid and tend
to branch forming a tangled mat. Elodea produces tiny white flowers with three petals at the ends of thin
stalks in the summer. There are two species, E. canadensis and E. nuttallii, in NY lakes. It is difficult to
distinguish between these two species because of high variation and hybridization.
Habitat: Elodea grows in water depths ranging from elbow deep to several meters deep but is most prolific
on fine sediments enriched with organic matter. The plant can live in freshwater ponds, slow moving
streams or even tidal tributaries.
Value: The branching stems and abundant leaves offer grazing opportunities for small fish. Muskrats and
waterfowl also feed on elodea, which end up eating the invertebrates that live on the plant. This species is
well known for releasing allelopathic chemicals, which help reduce toxic cyanobacteria and harmful algal
blooms (HABs).
This Chautauqua Lake dominant plant species can be found at high abundances and occurrences.
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Heteranthera dubia – Water stargrass

Description: Water stargrass is a submersed plant, often confused for one of the many Potamogeton species
found in lakes, but has several identifying characteristics congruent to its own family of plants. First, its
narrow leaves can be up to 15.2 cm long. Leaves lack prominent mid-veins, thereby, appearing smooth and
attach directly to the stem in an alternating pattern. Water stargrass produces unique yellow star-shaped
flowers in midsummer. Lastly, it over winters by hardy stems and rhizomes buried in the sediment,
producing new shoots in the spring.
Habitat: Water stargrass grows in many depths ranging from very shallow to several meters deep and can
survive in a range of sediment types. The plant is generally very hardy.
Value: It is a locally important source of food for geese, northern pintail, blue-winged teal and wood ducks.
It provides good coverage and decent foraging opportunities for fish.
This Chautauqua Lake dominant plant is evenly distributed throughout the lake with higher abundances
found later in the season.
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Justicia americana – American water willow

Description: American water willow is an emergent plant. The leaves are long and narrow with small,
purplish flowers. The stalk is long and usually grows in dense clusters.
Habitat: This plant is commonly found along lake shores, shallow streams, rivers and ditches, usually in
less than one meter of water.
Value: American water willow grows in dense clusters, which helps slow wave action along the shoreline
reducing soil erosion and increasing water clarity. Fish and invertebrates make use of this plant for food,
shelter and protection during reproduction. The growth and planting of American water willow should be
encouraged in Chautauqua Lake for these reasons.
This Chautauqua Lake minor plant species is found at low abundances and occurrences along the shoreline
of the lake.
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Lemna minor – Small duckweed, lesser duckweed

Description: Small duckweed belongs to the group of plants known as free floaters. Each greenish-yellow
leaf has three faint veins on the top and floats on the water with a single root hanging down below the
surface. Duckweeds most commonly reproduce by budding new leaf bodies that usually remain attached and
create floating clusters on the water.
Habitat: Found in the still waters of bays, lakes and ponds. Since it is free-floating, its growth or
proliferation does not depend on depth, sediment type or water clarity, but it requires water with adequate
nutrients. Duckweed is often very dense in eutrophic waters.
Value: Duckweed can provide up to 90% of the dietary needs of a variety of ducks, geese, muskrats,
beavers and fish. Surface clusters of duckweed provide shade for some fish and other invertebrates. More
importantly, dense clusters of duckweed can prevent excessive mosquito breeding.
This Chautauqua Lake minor plant species is found at low abundances and occurrences within bays of the
lake.
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Lemna trisulca – Ivy-leaved duckweed, forked duckweed, star duckweed

Description: Ivy-leaved duckweed is a free-floating plant with a distinct shape that makes it unique
compared to other duckweeds. Each leaf is flat and elongated with a stalk-like protrusion that connects it to
other leaves. Ivy-leaved duckweed mainly grows below the surface and reproduces by budding new leaf
bodies that all have one small root.
Habitat: This plant is found just beneath the surface of still water. Like its smaller cousin, small duckweed,
it floats freely and does not depend on variables such as depth, sediment type or water clarity. There must be
adequate nutrients in the water for it to grow and flourish.
Value: Ivy-leaved duckweed is a tasty food source for waterfowl. Tangled masses of fronds also provide
cover for fish and invertebrates. This plant should be protected in Chautauqua Lake given its ability to get
all its nutrients from the water column.
This Chautauqua Lake dominant plant is found mostly in the north basin at low abundances, but with
increasing occurrences.
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Megalodonta beckii – Water marigold

Description: Water marigold has finely cut submersed leaves with many thread-like divisions. The
underwater portion of the stem is often present. The emerged leaves are lance-shaped, have a toothed margin
and attach directly to the stem. The flowers that emerge have a yellow daisy-like bloom.
Habitat: This plant grows up to about a meter tall, in soft sediment of clear lakes.
Value: Water marigold’s flower can attract passing insects and provides food for waterfowl. The
submersed leaves provide shelter and food for fish and insects. This plant is an indicator species because it
is sensitive to changes in water quality.
This plant species has not been found at Chautauqua Lake since 1972.
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Najas flexilis – Slender naiad

Description: Slender naiad is a small, submersed plant with fine narrow leaves and a broad base. Leaves
arranged in pairs often crowd at the leaf axils. These leaves, which can range from 1.3-3.8 cm long, are also
finely serrated and tapered. Come spring, slender naiad germinates entirely from seeds and will reach a
flowering stage by mid-summer to produce small faintly pitted seeds for the next year’s generation.
However, plant stems are thin and can be quite fragile, helping the plant to fragment and spread in the water
during the growing season.
Habitat: The slender naiad grows at a very wide range of depths, from shallow up to several meters deep.
This plant often occurs near patches of Vallisneria americana (wild celery) and in sand or gravel sediment in
ponds, lakes or slow-moving streams. Slender naiad is a plant that is sensitive to pollution and has
disappeared in some locations due to excessive nutrients and low light levels.
Value: It is one of the most important plants for waterfowl, with consumption of stems, leaves and seeds by
a large variety of ducks, as well as a variety of marsh birds and muskrats. Further, it provides food and
shelter to distinct types of fish.
This plant species is found unevenly distributed at low abundances around Chautauqua Lake.
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Najas guadalupensis – Southern naiad

Description: Southern naiad submersed plant that has long stems with many branches. The leaves are
opposite, narrow and clustered near the end of the stem. Southern naiad can be difficult to distinguish from
slender naiad. Southern naiad has leaves that are wider and less pointed than slender naiad. The most
effective way of distinguishing these species is through their seeds. The seeds of southern naiad have a
pitted surface, while those of slender naiad are smooth.
Habitat: Similar to slender naiad, southern naiad can grow at a variety of depths from less than 30 cm to
over 3 m deep. This hearty plant can adapt to a variety of habitats and can grow excessively in lakes with
disturbed ecosystems.
Value: Southern naiad is an important food source for waterfowl when present and provides shelter for
small fish and insects.
This plant species is generally found at low abundances, with higher occurrences in the south basin later in
the season at Chautauqua Lake.
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Nitella flexilis – Stonewort

Description: Stonewort is a submersed macroalgae that can range in size from 10-50 cm. This plant is
usually found to be green in color and translucent. To anchor itself, stonewort uses structures known as
rhizoids.
Habitat: This plant can be found throughout most of the United States. It’s found on soft sediments in the
deeper parts of lakes. Stonewort is typically found at water depths of less than ten meters.
Value: Stonewort can be used as a food source for waterfowl and other aquatic organisms. This plant can
also support haliplid beetles as a habitat and hunting grounds. The beetle searches for smaller pray and algae
that grows on the stonewort to sustain its diet.
This Chautauqua Lake minor macroalgae is found in low abundances and occurrences.
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Nuphar advena – Yellow pond lily

Description: Yellow pond lily is a well-known emergent aquatic plant easily identified by its oblong
floating leaves. Leaves range between 10.2- 30.5 cm wide with a large sturdy leaf with veins running almost
perpendicular to the center leaf stalk. This water lily blossom is generally about 5.1-15.2 cm wide with
many yellow petals. Both the flowers and the leaves develop on individual stalks growing out of large tubers
anchored in the sediment.
Habitat: Yellow pond lily grows in quiet water of lakes or ponds, growing in a variety of sediment types in
less than 1.8 m of water. Common along the shoreline.
Value: This plant provides seeds for waterfowl. Deer, muskrat, beaver, moose and porcupine eat the plant's
rhizomes. The pads offer shade for fish and shelter for many invertebrates.
This Chautauqua Lake minor plant species is found at low abundance and occurrences throughout the lake.
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Nuphar variegata – Spatterdock

Description: Spatterdock is an emergent plant that has a large sturdy leaf with veins running almost
perpendicular to the center leaf stalk. If broken further down on the leaf stalk or stem, the cross section will
be shaped with winged margins. This plant has an exceptionally large rhizome with leaf scars from all the
past seasons.
Habitat: This plants’ growth range is within eastern and central United States. It is found in slow moving
to stagnant waters. Spatterdock prefers soft sediments in less than two meters of water.
Value: Waterfowl has been known to feed on the seeds of spatterdock and the rhizome has proven to be
sufficient food for small mammals like muskrats. The leaves provide shade and shelter for fish and many
aquatic invertebrates.
This Chautauqua Lake minor plant species is found at low abundance and occurrences throughout the lake.
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Nymphaea odorata – White water lily

Description: White water lily is a well-known emergent aquatic plant easily identified by its round floating
leaves. Leaves range between 10.2- 30.5 cm wide with a darker reddish underside and leaf-veins radiating
out from the center stem. The water lily blossom is generally about 5.1-15.2 cm wide with many white
petals arranged around a yellow center. Both the flowers and the leaves develop on individual stalks
growing out of large tubers anchored in the sediment.
Habitat: White water lily grows in quiet water of lakes or ponds and grows in a variety of sediment types in
less than 1.8 m of water.
Value: This plant provides seeds for waterfowl. Deer, muskrat, beaver, moose and porcupine eat the plant's
rhizomes. The pads offer shade for fish.
This Chautauqua Lake minor plant species is found at low abundance and occurrences throughout the lake.
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Potamogeton amplifolius – Large-leaf pondweed, bass weed, musky weed

Description: Large-leaf pondweed has some of the broadest submersed leaves in the Potamogeton genus,
ranging up to 15.2 cm long and 7.6 cm wide. Each leaf, attached to the stem with a stalk, appears slightly
folded along the edges with many prominent veins. Leaf stalks and stipules connect at the nodes along the
stem. The stipule is a long-pointed sheath attached to the stem that once held the young leaf. A stout
fruiting stalk emerges in mid-summer with tiny flowers that produce densely packed tiny seeds.
Habitat: Large-leaf pondweed is common in soft sediments from one to several meters deep. It is sensitive
to elevated turbidity and is sensitive to damage from boat motors.
Value: Its broad leaves offer shade and feeding opportunities for fish. Large nutlets make a valuable
waterfowl food.
This plant species has not been found at Chautauqua Lake since 2003.
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Potamogeton foliosus – Leafy pondweed

Description: Leafy pondweed is a small submersed species that usually grows in shallow waters. Its leaves
are very narrow and can be up to 7.6 cm long. Leaves extend out from the stem arranged as opposite pairs
with a short stipule at the base. The stipule is a long-pointed sheath attached to the stem that once held the
young leaf. Each leaf typically has 3-5 noticeable veins and tapers to a point at the tip. Flowers usually
bloom mid-season in New York at the tips of short stalks. These stalks will then produce seeds in clusters of
small flat nutlets that have an obvious ridge or “keel” on the seed. This is an important identifying
characteristic.
Habitat: Leafy pondweed grows in a very wide range of habitats. It thrives in shallow waters but grows
well in water up to 1.8 m deep. It prefers soft sediments and is tolerant of eutrophic waters.
Value: This species is important because it is a large producer of seeds. Its fruit is an important food source
for black duck, mallard, pintail, ring-necked duck and geese. Terrestrial animals, such as deer, beaver,
muskrat and even moose graze on the fruit. It also provides important coverage for young fish.
This minor plant species is rare at Chautauqua Lake with low abundances.
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Potamogeton hillii – Hill’s pondweed

Description: Hill’s pondweed is remarkably similar in appearance to leafy pondweed and small pondweed.
It has narrow leaves, about 3-10 cm long and 1-2 mm wide, sometimes bristle-tipped. In most cases, there
are no glands present. The stem is flatter in shape, unlike small pondweed which has a more rounded stem.
The stipules are white and fibrous rather than membranous. The fruit has both a low, sharp dorsal ridge and
lateral ridges. Winter buds are hard and fibrous at the base.
Habitat: Hill’s pondweed grows in a very wide range of habitats. Found often in shallow waters, but can
grow in water up to three meters deep. It prefers soft sediments, but is tolerant of eutrophic waters.
Value: Hill’s pondweed is an important food source for a variety of ducks and geese. Beavers and muskrats
eat this plant. Fish can use this plant for both cover and a source of food.
This plant species is evenly distributed around Chautauqua Lake at low abundances with relatively high
occurrences during the spring season. It is considered rare and a threatened species.
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Potamogeton illinoensis – Illinois pondweed

Description: Illinois pondweed has thick stems attached to rhizomes. Many of the submersed leaves vary
from lance-shaped to oval and either attach directly to the stem or have a short stalk. These leaves often
have 9-19 veins and often have a sharp, needle-like tip. The stipules are 4-10 cm long, are free in the axils of
the leaves and have two prominent ridges called keels. This species sometimes has floating leaves, which
have a thick stalk and ellipse-shaped blade. The stalk is usually shorter than the blade. Flowers and fruits
rise from a stalk that is usually thicker than the stem. The fruit looks like a dense cylindrical spike.
Habitat: Illinois pondweed occurs in water with a medium to high pH with good clarity. The plant declines
as water clarity decreases, but can grow in water up to three meters deep.
Value: Illinois pondweed is an important food source for a variety of ducks and geese. Beavers and
muskrats eat this plant. Fish and invertebrates use this plant for cover and a source of food.
This plant species has not been found at Chautauqua Lake since 1972.
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Potamogeton nodosus – Long-leaf pondweed

Description: Long-leaf pondweed is a floating-leaf plant that grows primarily out of branching rhizomes
that send up new stems in the spring. Each stem can be up to 1.8 m long with leaf stalks extending out in an
alternating formation. Leaves at the water’s surface are usually 7.6-25.4 cm long and 1.3-3.8 cm wide but
can grow narrower and longer when submersed. Flowering occurs early in the summer on a long spike that
emerges above the water. Stipules are present on the stem, but break down gradually throughout the season
before the entire plant dies back in the fall and over winters as a hardy rhizome. The stipule is a longpointed sheath attached to the stem that once held the young leaf.
Habitat: Long-leaf pondweed is more common in flowing water than in ponds or lakes. You will often find
the plant in water one meter deep in various sediment types. It is tolerant of murky, turbid water and found
in conjunction with other species that do well in low light conditions.
Value: Ducks and geese graze on this pondweed’s fruit along with terrestrial mammals such as beaver,
muskrat, moose and deer. It offers foraging opportunities to fish and invertebrates.
This plant species has not been found at Chautauqua Lake since 2004.
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Potamogeton praelongus – White stem pondweed

Description: White stem pondweed has a zigzag stem that emerges from a stout, rust-spotted rhizome. It
has submersed leaves that are lance- to oval- shaped which clasps the stem, wrapping around 1/3 to 1/2 of
the stem’s diameter. The leaves have three to five strong veins and many weaker ones. The tip of the leaf is
boat-shaped and splits when pressed, creating a notch at the end of the leaf. The stipules are white and
fibrous, often shredding at the tip over the growing season. They are free in the leaf axils, but closely
pressed against the stem. There are no floating leaves. Flowers and fruits occur as a cylindrical spike that
may be continuous or interrupted. The fruit is oval- to egg- shaped in outline and rather plump. The surface
of the fruit has a short beak, a sharp dorsal ridge and often two low lateral ridges.
Habitat: White stem pondweed grows in soft sediments no more than four meters deep. It occurs in lakes
or area of lakes with good water clarity.
Value: Ducks and geese graze on this pondweed’s fruit along with terrestrial mammals such as beaver,
muskrat, moose and deer. It offers foraging opportunities to fish, specifically trout and muskellunge, and
provides important habitat for invertebrates.
This plant species is found in relatively low abundances and occurrences in the north basin of Chautauqua
Lake.
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Potamogeton pusillus – Small pondweed

Description: Small pondweed is a slender, submersed species that flowers early in the spring at a similar
time as curly-leaf pondweed, the non-native macrophyte. Small pondweed produces fruits and many winter
buds (turions) that mature by early summer with the plant dying back shortly after producing seeds and
turions. This species can be confused with Hill’s pondweed or leafy pondweed because of their similar
leaves. However, small pondweed has glands at the leaf nodes.
Habitat: Small pondweed can grow at a variety of depths but generally grows best from 1.8-3.0 m deep, in
soft sediments. Dense stands of small pondweed can form early in the summer, but reach their maximum
density in mid-summer with small overwintering buds.
Value: Small pondweed forms extensive beds providing food and cover for fish and invertebrates early in
the summer season.
This plant species is generally found in low abundances in the north basin of Chautauqua Lake.
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Potamogeton richardsonii – Clasping-leaf pondweed

Description: Clasping-leaf pondweed stems emerge from a spreading rhizome. It has oval to somewhat
lance-shaped leaves that clasp the stem. The base of each leaf is heart-shaped and covers ½ to ¾ of the stem
circumference. Leaves have 13 to 21 veins, some more prominent than others. The axil of each leaf has a
fibrous stipule that soon disintegrates, leaving a beard of white fibers at the leaf node. There are no floating
leaves. Fruiting stalks develop in the upper leaf axils. Fruit pack the cylindrical flower spikes. Each olivegreen fruit is plump and round with a prominent beak.
Habitat: Clasping-leaf pondweed can grow at a variety of sediment types and up to about four meters deep.
It is tolerant of disturbance and is often growing with coontail and small pondweed.
Value: Clasping-leaf pondweed forms extensive beds providing food and cover for fish and invertebrates
early in the summer season. The plant is an important food source for a variety of ducks and geese.
Muskrats and beaver eat the rhizomes. Fish and invertebrates can use this plant for cover and a source of
food.
This minor plant species is rare at Chautauqua Lake. Before finding in 2021, this plant has not been found
since 2003.
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Potamogeton robbinsii – Robbin’s pondweed

Description: Robbin’s pondweed is a submersed aquatic plant. The leaves are fern-like and two ranked
unlike other species. The leaf is up to 10 cm long and 1 cm wide. It rarely produces fruit, but will flower.
Habitat: This plant does well in deeper water more than five meters.
Value: Robbin’s pondweed forms large beds providing food and cover for fish and invertebrates in midsummer season. The plant is an important food source for a variety of ducks and geese. Muskrats and
beaver eat the rhizomes. Fish and invertebrates can use this plant for cover and a source of food.
This Chautauqua Lake minor plant species is found at low abundances and occurrences.
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Potamogeton zosteriformis – Flat-stem pondweed

Description: Flat stem pondweed has a very flat stem with leaves up to 20 cm long and eight mm wide.
There are ample large winter buds which allow for easy identification.
Habitat: This plant does well in a wide variety of conditions, soils and depths.
Value: Flat-stem pondweed forms extensive beds providing food and coverage for fish and invertebrates
mid-summer. The plant is an important food source for a variety of ducks and geese. Muskrats and beaver
eat the rhizomes.
This plant species is usually found at low abundances in the north basin of Chautauqua Lake.
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Ranunculus trichophyllus – White water buttercup/crowfoot

Description: White water crowfoot is a submersed aquatic macrophyte that has small thread-like leaves
branching out from a thin leaf stalk. Each leaf stalk connects to its own node on the stem by a protrusion
called a petiole. Leaves appear on opposite sides of the stem in an alternating arrangement. String-like roots
extend out from some of the nodes. Small white flowers emerge over several weeks starting early in the
growing season and eventually producing fruit by mid-summer.
Habitat: White water crowfoot grows in both streams and lakes with higher alkalinity and in less than 1.8 m
of water.
Value: Waterfowl and upland game birds, like ruffed grouse, consume the fruit and foliage of crowfoot. It is
also a source of food for trout by providing shelter and habitat for invertebrates.
This minor plant species is rare at Chautauqua Lake with low abundances.
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Scirpus acutus – Hardstem bulrush

Description: Hardstem bulrush is a very tall plant that emerges from a rhizome found in the sediment of
shallow water. The stem is very firm and sturdy because of the tiny pockets of air that help with respiration.
Short blades of leaves and leaf sheaths can often be found at the bottom of the plant closer to the water.
Habitat: Hardstem bulrush can be found around most of the United States. It can be found in multiple types
of wetlands and aquatic ecosystems. This plant is usually located where there is a firmer substrate in less
than two meters of water.
Value: Hardstem bulrush provide habitat to multiple organisms and food to a variety of birds and mammals.
This Chautauqua Lake minor species is found with low abundances and occurrences.
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Spirodela polyrhiza – Great duckweed

Description: Great duckweed is a free-floating aquatic plant that can be easily confused with small
duckweed. Each greenish-yellow leaf body has 5-15 faint veins radiating out from a single reddish spot on
the top. The underside of the plant is reddish-purple with 5-12 roots hanging down below the surface.
Duckweeds most commonly reproduce by budding new leaf bodies that usually remain attached creating
floating clusters on the water.
Habitat: Great duckweed grows often with other duckweed species. It drifts with the wind or current and it
does not depend on many aquatic variables such as sediment type or water clarity. However, there must be
adequate nutrients in the water for its sustained growth.
Value: This plant makes for good waterfowl food, consumed by many ducks and geese including
canvasback, mallard and wood duck. Muskrat and some fish also consume it. Patches of duckweed provide
shade for invertebrates and fish.
This Chautauqua Lake minor plant species is found at low abundances and occurrences within bays of the
lake.
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Stuckenia pectinata – Sago pondweed

Description: Sago pondweed is a submersed plant that has thread or narrow ribbon-like alternating leaves
with a blunt, obtuse tip. Often the leaves are pointed and spread out to form a bush-like appearance. Sago
pondweed has a stipular sheath that is fused to the leaves ranging from 1-3 cm long. Flowers and fruits are
arranged in small whorls that may be submersed or floating on the water’s surface, creating the appearance
of beads on a string. This plant has hardy tubers and rhizomes which allows it to over winter.
Habitat: Sago pondweed can be found in up to three meters of water and is widespread among many
aquatic habitats. In very turbid water, sago pondweed would be the last rooted plant found.
Value: Sago pondweed is an important food source for waterfowl along with many other aquatic animals
and provides cover for fish and invertebrates.
This Chautauqua Lake minor plant species is found at low abundances and occurrences.
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Utricularia vulgaris – Bladderwort

Description: Bladderwort is a free-floating plant at or below the water surface or trailing along the bottom
of lakes, ponds, slow-moving streams and wetland pools. This plant draws nutrients primarily from the
water. With tiny, lopsided sack-like bladders on its leaves and stems, this plant is able to capture
invertebrate prey. This species has finely divided, branched, submersed leaves and produce irregular
snapdragon-like flowers that are yellow or purple.
Habitat: Bladderwort adapts for survival on dry land when stranded by low water levels. They often occur
in extensive, dense colonies.
Value: Bladderwort offers shade, invertebrate habitat and foraging opportunities for fish.
This plant species has not been found at Chautauqua Lake since 2003.
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Vallisneria americana – Wild celery, eel grass, tape grass

Description: Wild celery is one of the most recognizable submersed aquatic macrophytes due to its long
ribbon-like leaves. The leaves can be up to 1.8 m long and have a visible central stripe running down its
length. The plant lacks any real stems, but clusters of leaves emerge from tubers in the sediment. Flowering
can occur in mid-summer, but most reproduction is vegetative from creeping rhizomes.
Habitat: Wild celery grows in solid substrates in depths ranging from elbow deep to several meters. This
plant survives in water of varying acidity and is tolerant to eutrophic and/or murky water conditions.
Value: Wild celery is a primary source of food for waterfowl such as canvasback ducks. Waterfowl
consume all portions of the plant (foliage, tubers, fruit and rhizomes). This plant is also important to marsh
and shore birds including plover, snipe, sand piper and rail. Small mammals like muskrat also graze on it. It
provides good cover and feeding opportunities for small fish.
This plant species has higher occurrences during the fall season and is generally found in the north basin of
Chautauqua Lake.
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Wolffia columbiana – Common watermeal

Description: Watermeal is a small grainy free-floating aquatic plant that lacks any roots, stems or true
leaves. Its tiny globular body simply floats on the surface absorbing nutrients directly out of the water.
Watermeal’s primary method of reproduction is budding, which can result in vast numbers if nutrients are
available.
Habitat: This plant occurs interspersed with other duckweed species. It does not depend on variables, such
as depth and sediment type. It needs adequate nutrients in order to flourish.
Value: A variety of ducks and geese, including mallard and scaup, consume watermeal. It is particularly
valuable because dense watermeal canopies form to block mosquito larvae from getting necessary oxygen
for survival.
This minor plant species is rarely found in the bays of Chautauqua Lake, with low abundances and
occurrences.
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Zannichellia palustris – Horned pondweed

Description: Horned pondweed has a slender, white stem that emerging from a rhizome. The long, narrow
leaves are opposite, although they sometimes appear whorled near the end of the stems. Flowers develop in
the leaf axils and produce a flattened fruit that is shaped like a tiny banana, slightly curved with a wavy
margin and persistent beak shown in the center of the bottom photo.
Habitat: Horned pondweed grows close to the silt or mud on the bottom, making it difficult to spot. The
plant grows in shallow water and up to several meters deep.
Value: A variety of ducks and geese, including mallard and scaup, consume horned pondweed. It also
provides food for fish and invertebrates.
This minor plant species is rare at Chautauqua Lake with low abundances and occurrences.
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Non-Native Plants
Myriophyllum spicatum – Eurasian watermilfoil

Description: Eurasian watermilfoil is a submersed aquatic macrophyte with feather-like leaves normally
arranged in whorls of four and having 11 or more pairs of leaflets on each leaf. Its leaves are delicate and
fall limp to the stem when removed from the water. The apical stem can appear green or reddish-brown
when growing near the water surface. This non-native plant generally flowers between mid-June and August
when the plant reaches the surface and canopies. Flowers are small and reddish arranged in whorls around a
slender stem that emerges above the water’s surface. This canopy formation may shade out smaller native
plants, an undesirable Eurasian watermilfoil monoculture is the result.
Habitat: Eurasian watermilfoil is an extremely adaptable plant and can
thrive in a wide variety of adverse conditions. It can thrive in still or
flowing waters, surviving under ice and tolerate mild salinities. It can grow
in depths of one to ten meters. It favors fine-textured, inorganic sediments,
but can thrive in several types of sediment.
Value: This species is well known for releasing allelopathic chemicals
which help reduce toxic cyanobacteria and harmful algal blooms (HABs).
This dominant plant species can be found at high abundances and
occurrences around Chautauqua Lake.
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Potamogeton crispus – Curly-leaf pondweed

Description: Curly-leaf pondweed is often a dominant, submersed species that grows early in the season
and will often reach the water’s surface by mid-June. Historically, it eventually dies back, dropping out of
the water column, around the last week of June and first week of July. Leaves grow in an alternating fashion
and are denser at the apical tip. Each leaf is about 2.5-10.2 cm long and has finely serrated wavy margins
giving it the familiar “crispy” texture. As curly-leaved pondweed dies back in late June, plant tips harden
and form sharp turions that fall to the bottom where they remain dormant until late fall when the plant begins
to re-grow, even under thick ice. New data from Chautauqua Lake, as well as observed in other New York
State lakes, suggest this species is being influenced by climate change. This leads to earlier die back in the
first weeks of June along with an earlier sprouting and growth in early fall.
Habitat: It prefers soft sediments and grows in waters that are shallow or deep, flowing or still. Curly-leaf
pondweed thrives where many species cannot, it is able to thrive in waters that are turbid, polluted, disturbed
or lack sunlight.
Value: This species is well known for releasing allelopathic chemicals, which help reduce toxic
cyanobacteria and harmful algal blooms (HABs).
This plant species is found at higher abundances and occurrences in the south basin during the early spring
season at Chautauqua Lake.
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Cabomba caroliniana – Fanwort

Description: Fanwort is a non-native, submersed and floating leaved plant that has invaded some NY lakes
and ponds. This macrophyte has small thread-like leaves that branch out from a short leaf stalk in opposite
pairs. Each finely divided leaf has a flat shape resembling a fan. Submerged during most of the growing
season, it may reach the surface in the fall and can produce oval water lily-like floating leaves with
additional small white flowers emerging on individual stalks.
Habitat: Fanwort flourishes in a variety of substrates. It thrives in stagnant or slow-moving waters of lakes
and ponds up to three meters deep.
This plant species has never been found at Chautauqua Lake.
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Egeria densa – Brazilian elodea

Description: Brazilian elodea is a submersed aquatic plant that comes from South America and resembles
our native elodea, as well as hydrilla. However, this plant has smooth and slender leaves arranged in whorls
of four, but can range from 3-6 leaves per whorl. Leaves tend to be more crowded on the stems and usually
grow to be about twice the size of both elodea and hydrilla. Brazilian elodea produces white flowers with
three petals in the summer, which are much larger than the flowers of elodea.
Habitat: It can grow in substrates of sand, mud or stone in less than seven meters of water. Most of its
biomass is near the surface. It occurs as nuisance drifting mats and densely rooted stands.
This plant species has never been found at Chautauqua Lake.
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Hydrilla verticillata – Hydrilla

Description: Hydrilla is a submersed aquatic plant that very much resembles elodea. However, it has
slender, scratchy feeling leaves normally arranged in whorls of five, but can range from 4-8 getting more
crowded at the growing tip. The plant stem can grow up to 7.6 m and tends to branch out forming a tangled
mat. Hydrilla uses small tubers to overwinter and spread.
Habitat: Hydrilla is the “perfect weed” because it is extraordinarily adaptable to a wide range of
environmental conditions like various substrates, growing in still or flowing waters and surviving in waters
low or high in nutrients. Hydrilla is also a threat to estuary systems since the plant can tolerate salinities of
up to 10 parts per thousand. The plant is resistant to low light conditions and can thrive in such
environments. It is one of the most problematic aquatic invaders in the US.
This plant species has never been found at Chautauqua Lake.
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Hydrocharis morsus-ranae – European frog-bit

Description: European frog-bit is a small, free-floating plant with petals much wider and longer than the
sepals. It has a single white, kidney or heart shaped flower with a yellow center and a purple-red underside.
This species can grow in dense mats, which reduces nutrients and light to submersed plants below.
Habitat: European frog-bit can thrive in open marshes and quiet backwaters, forming dense floating
colonies.
This plant species has never been found at Chautauqua Lake.
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Marsilea quadrifolia – European water-clover

Description: European water-clover has a slender rootstock buried in the sediment. The leaflets are floating
and fan-shaped with four leaves on each stalk.
Habitat: European water-clover occurs in shallow, quiet water in less than one meter deep.
This plant species has never been found at Chautauqua Lake.
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Najas minor – Minor naiad

Description: Minor naiad has leaves that may appear to be opposite, sub-opposite, in whorls or clumps.
The seedlings grow from slender roots and can grow up to two and a half meters long. The leaves are small,
slender, pointed and serrated. The serrations on the leaves can be seen with the naked eye. This species
differs from slender naiad by having a blocky or fan-shaped leaf base. The flowers are small and
inconspicuous. The leaves are generally brown to reddish with small purplish seeds, about 1.5 to 3.0 mm in
length.
Habitat: Minor naiad, found in alkaline waters of streams, ponds and lakes, is generally a small plant, but
can be aggressive, growing tall and covering large areas of shallow bottoms.
This minor plant species has more recently been found at low abundances and occurrences in the south basin
at Chautauqua Lake.
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Nitellopsis obtusa – Starry stonewort

Description: Starry stonewort is a macroalgae invader that looks like stonewort, a native macroalgae. The
plant lacks roots, leaves and its main branches grow out of white holdfasts in the sediment producing long
un-even, jointed side branches. These branches emerge in whorls and can feel smooth to the touch. Starry
stonewort can be short, and bushy forming a mat in shallow water or grow tall with less tangled branches in
deeper water. This plant also produces small white calcareous asexual reproductive bodies, resembling a
star, which can form a new plant when separated from the stem.
Habitat: Starry stonewort grows in depths up to four meters in locations without other plant competition. It
grows with a very dense compact structure, preventing growth of other species.
This macroalgae is rare at Chautauqua Lake with low abundances and occurrences.
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Trapa natans - Water chestnut

Description: Water chestnut is a floating-leaved aquatic plant that is easy to recognize, but difficult to
eradicate once established. Stems can reach up to 5.5 m long with a rosette of leaves at the water’s surface.
Submersed leaves are feather-like. However, leaves at the surface are waxy and broad-leafed with toothed
margins on two of the sides. Flowers in mid-July form on the rosettes producing large horned fruit, or
“chestnuts,” which can be very painful if stepped on. These nuts fall to the bottom and will eventually
germinate into a new plant.
Habitat: It flourishes in soft sediments of still, eutrophic waters in lakes, ponds and slow streams. The
plant thrives on the water’s edge and can survive when stranded on the shore.
This plant species was found at the Chautauqua Lake outlet from 2019-2021 and removed by stakeholders.
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